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Two of the most esteemed talents in the world of contemporary architecture and design—Johanna Grawunder and Philip Michael Wolfson—discuss their often shared, often opposing views on the state of the creative spirit today.

Let’s face it: A significant cohort of contemporary architects and designers are obnoxious blowhards, as interested in cultivating an image of bias and superior erudition as attending to the advancement of the building art. Brutal as that last comment sounds, the approach is understandable in the current context of name-brand design and “starchitecture.” Two exceptions to the “behold my works” school of self-promotion are Johanna Grawunder and Philip Michael Wolfson—both are smart and hip, and never put on airs. We won’t recount their bona fides in this space (see “Contributors,” p. 18), but the two, reared in different schools of modernism, recently collaborated on the much-admired interior of the restaurant Robert in New York’s revamped Museum of Arts & Design. Grawunder lit the space with LED-illuminated Lucite panels hung like mobiles and installed glowing orange Lucite boxes around the room’s perimeter. Wolfson supplied dramatic metal tables and barstools that play off typically sexy upholstered seating by Vladimir Kagen. At the request of MODERN, Grawunder and Wolfson engaged in a colloquy on their work philosophies.

JG: I think one reason our work complements each other is because we are both architects and so have a similar design process. PMW: An architectural background makes us think about the environment.

Top: Wolfson’s “SoundForm2” steel communal table at Robert measures a monumental 15 feet long with a 6 foot high “sound wave” element in the center. He also designed the aluminum mirror-polished and powder-coated bar stools that surround the table.

Above: To provide ambient lighting, Grawunder drew on a system she devised in 2008: suspending Lucite panels, lit by pinkish LEDs, from the ceiling like mobiles.
around an object, rather than just focus on the object. With regard to ROBERT, I admire the way you designed your lighting to respond to the raw space.

I notice we both avoided "blobs." Blobs—like, biomorphic, organic forms? I like 'em. Don't you? I am sorry to say I still haven't met one I like. It's not a style or personality thing. It is, I think, actually a very formal problem. Blobs in nature, like a poppy or a jellyfish are amazing—elegant and beautiful. So far, blobs in steel and glass or acrylic, not so much. Allianz Arena in Munich is the huge exception, but I'm not sure the architects, Herzog and de Meuron, would call that a blob.

Certainly, blobs in architecture have yet to approach the grace of a natural blob. Don't think they should try, either. However, amorphic freeform architecture and design can work quite successfully. Just look at the Breda Pavilion [designed by Luciano Baldessari for the 1954 Milan Triennale]. The looping, Mobius strip-like walls and that rounded, angled roof are visually aggressive elements that convey a sense of dynamic motion. Yes to that sort of blob.

Okay. Let's move on. What's the future? I've been reading a lot about all the copyright skirmishes over "sampling" in music and literature. This really intrigues me because in the design world, there is a lot of sampling going on. A well-known gallerist once told me, "It's not important who did it first, it's more important who did it last." For me, sampling is a totally valid and almost unavoidable technique these days. I feel no shame in openly saying I love many artists' works. I also mine other disciplines avidly—such as car design. Also art installations and music. A Leonard Cohen

lyric comes to mind—"Forget your perfect offering/there is a crack in everything/that's how the light gets in." I could make an entire collection from that one lyric. Certainly, everyone is using references in their work in some way or another, but it's to what degree a reinterpretation is original that makes it more, or less, noteworthy. Take someone like Maarten Baas, who says that his work comes from references to his life. It may be some subliminal inspiration that prompted him to char a Frank Lloyd Wright floor lamp, or it might be intentional. In any case he sampled an object and morphed it into something original. Unfortunately, there are too many others who are way too "inspired" by his work. This is where neither sampling nor intent can be used as an excuse. It's just mediocre design. And, like mediocre art, it will always be around.
I was intrigued by the phrase “work comes from references to his life.” That’s a big “duh,” obviously. But as an architect trained to be constrained by sites, rules, codes, budgets, materials, clients, even concepts, the freedom to just admit that you are a filter for your life’s experiences must be really liberating. I don’t know if you also have this insecurity, but I have always felt required to explain what I am doing and why it is like it is. It was the old conundrum in architecture school when the professor would ask why you made the door of your project red, and you would make up very complicated constructs to explain it. When in reality, you chose red because you liked it, and the professor probably would have had more respect if you’d just said that! For me, it is interesting to compare the Western philosophy behind the analysis of “why” with the Eastern traditions where perhaps it’s more “why not.” Maybe that’s what makes it difficult within the Western structure of art and design to allow for something that is not so easily definable or disciplined. Certainly, there needs to be some sort of structure, but the degree to which it becomes rigorous should not be so strict. Someone once said that an artist asks why and a designer asks how. Of course, that’s the basis of the problem right there! Way too simple. And, just how do you officially become an artist, and who exactly grants that